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The eponym of the R Coronae Borealis stars was observed by V. Klohkova, V. Panhukand M. Yushkin with the prime fous ehelle spetrometer of a 6-m telesope (Panhuk etal. 1998) on 7 January, 2001 during a program not diretly devoted to R CrB stars. At themoment of these observations the star happened to be in the reovery state after a quitedeep (V � 13 in minimum) brightness deline whih started 53 days earlier aording toAFOEV (2001) data.The spetra were obtained with a spetropolarimetri devie attahed before the slitand eah set of exposures onsists of two exposures with di�erent position of the analyserof linear polarization. In this note, however, the polarization measurements are notaddressed. The spetra over the wavelength region �� 5000{6600 with the resolutionR � 12000. The redution of the spetra was performed using the image redutionsystem IRAFy.The 2000 deline started only about 260 days after the reovery from the previous verydeep deline and therefore it is not lear whether some residual e�ets of that deline werepresent. Before the 1995{1996 deline whih was thoroughly disussed by Kameswara Raoet al. (1999) the star stayed at its maximum brightness for muh longer time.Our spetra reveal most of the spetrosopi omponents found in earlier aounts:1. Sharp emission lines. The low exitation lines of S II, Ti II, Fe II, Fe I, Mg I,Y II and Ba II were observed in emission. These are the lines belonging to the type E2aording to Alexander et al. (1972). The radial veloity measured from those lines is16:8� 2:5 km s�1.The mean systemi veloities published for di�erent observations di�er more than thestated errors. We adopt the mean value of 22.5 km s�1 (Kameswara Rao et al. 1999). Inthat ase the sharp emission lines show a blueshift around 6 km s�1 whih is very lose tothe value of 4 km s�1 reported by Kameswara Rao et al. (1999) and this supports theirsuggestion that the sharp emission lines are the permanent features.The onset of the deline on JD 2451863 started at maximum light of the pulsationalvariations, or more preisely, the brightness smoothly followed the osine urve from itsmaximum to deline. Photometrially, the last yle before the onset of deline is betterdistinguishable than the previous ones.Here raises a question how the systemi veloity ompares with the photospheri ve-loity. If the photospheri radial veloity at the onset of deline had its maximum valueyIRAF is distributed by the National Optial Astronomy Observatories, whih are operated by the Assoiation ofUniversities for researh in Astronomy, In., under ooperative agreement with the National Siene Foundation.
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as for the 1995{1996 deline and the radial veloity has the period of about 43 days withthe range of 6 km s�1 (Kameswara Rao et al. 1999) we ould expet that at the momentof our observations (� = 1:23) the photospheri radial veloity should have been at itsmean value. This assumption is, however, not fully justi�ed. The fadings of R CrB andits radial veloity variations are not found to be loked to photometri phases (Fernie2000).Many authors have found that the pulsational period in the photometri variationof R CrB is itself variable (e.g. Lawson & Kilkenny 1996). Now, more data on R CrBphotometry is available. We analysed for periodiities the photometry from the full timeinterval overed by AAVSO Monographs (1963{1995) (Mattei et al. 1991 & 1996) andAFOEV Database (1995{2000), exluding obvious light delines. As a tool a set of odesISDA for irregularly spaed data analysis developed by Pelt(1992) was used. The meanperiod of 45.5 days was found for 1993{2000. The shorter intervals limited by the fadingsgave very muh di�erent periods spanning from 35.3 to 51.4 days on�rming the earlierresults by other authors. The time dependene of those periods was also studied. Thereis a slight indiation that these periods themselves vary ylially with a timesale around3.3 years or its multiples.All sharp emission lines show an inverse P Cygni pro�le. In Fig. 1. some of these linesare shown. The mean di�erential veloity between the emission ore and the redshiftedabsorption minimum is �vr = 42:0� 2:5 km s�1.

Figure 1. The group of sharp emission lines at � 5190. Note the large (42 km s�1) redshift of theabsorption omponents
2. Photospheri absorption lines. Along with the emission lines the star showeda rih absorption spetrum. The strongest lines belonged to C I. Other lines inludedFe I, Fe II, Cr I, O I, Mg I, Na I, and Si II. The mean radial veloity found from
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these lines is 38:4� 3:2 km s�1 without any notieable dependene from the line strengthand exitation potential. Compared with the mean systemi veloity this orrespondsto the redshift of around 16 km s�1. The explanation of this redshift was proposed byKameswara Rao et al. (1999) as the e�et of multiple sattering of the photospheriphotons by the irumstellar dust moving out from the star. The e�et was in detailsstudied by Van Blerkom & Van Blerkom (1978) and shown to depend both on the optialand geometrial parameters of that loud. Therefore from this single datum the expansionveloity of the loud ould not be determined.Returning to the redshifted absorption omponents of the sharp emission lines oneould expet that those are the absorption lines orresponding to the emission lines andare also redshifted due to the sattering. Vanture & Wallerstein (1995) explained thesimilar pseudo-P Cygni pro�les in the spetrum of RY Sgr on the reovery phase asthe superposition of blueshifted emission lines and photospheri lines at the systemiveloity. However, in our ase the redshift of these absorption omponents ompared tothe photospheri veloity is muh larger (around 36 km s�1) than the other absorptionlines (16 km s�1). Therefore the sattering in the same louds ould not explain theseresults.3. Moleular emission. The emission in C2 (0,0) � 5165, (0,1) � 5635 and (0,2) �6191 bands was visible but too weak for radial veloity measurements.

Figure 2. Na I doublet in the spetrum of R CrB in veloity sale. The sharp and broad emissionomponents and interstellar and high speed absorptions are visible and their radial veloities indiated
4. Broad emission lines. From the ategory of broad emission lines only the broadomponents of Na I doublet were observed. Fig. 2. shows the Na I doublet. The fullwidth at its base of D1 is almost 400 km s�1. The width of D2 is about a half of that dueto blending with the absorption in D1. The radial veloity of the blueshifted absorption
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omponent of D2 is �174 km s�1 measured at the deepest point of the pro�le. Thefull width at the ontinuum level is 133 km s�1. The He I � 5876 line, whih showedbroad emission during the 1995{1996 deline (Kameswara Rao et al. 1999), was presentin absorption.Aknowledgements. This note was prepared with the �nanial support by Estonian Si-ene Foundation grant 3166. I am grateful to V. Klohkova, V. Panhuk and M. Yushkinfor obtaining the spetra used here. In this note, I have used, and aknowledge withthanks, the data from the AAVSO International Database and the AFOEV Database,operated at CDS, Frane.
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